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Final Report 

Advanced Orbit Prediction for Resident Space Objects Through Physics-based Learning 
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Project Summary 
The goal of this research is to develop a novel methodology to predict trajectories of resident 
space objects (RSOs) with orders-of-magnitudes higher accuracy than the current methods. 
Efficient, high precision orbit prediction is increasingly crucial for improved Space Situational 
Awareness (SSA) due to the escalating number of RSOs and conflicts between them. Current 
physics-based predictions, however, fail to achieve the required accuracy for collision avoidance 
and have already led to satellite collisions. We propose to enhance physics-based orbit prediction 
with a learning-based system identification well suited for the challenging, unstable, and inactive 
RSOs that are out of control and have uncertain origins. We have developed a simulation-based 
space catalog environment to validate the proposed orbit prediction method. For the first time, 
our simulation results demonstrated three types of generalization capability for the proposed 
approach: 1) the ML model can be used to improve the same RSO’s orbit information that is not 
available during the learning process, but shares the same time interval as the training data; 2) 
the ML model can be used to improve predictions of the same RSO at future epochs, however 
prediction accuracy degrades with length of prediction interval; and 3) the ML model based on 
one RSO can be applied to other RSOs that share some common features. Furthermore, we have 
validated the developed ML methodology using publicly available data Resources.  

Background 
The number of resident space objects (RSOs) and the number of conflicts between the objects 
are rapidly escalating. One challenge for SSA is to predict each object’s orbit efficiently and 
accurately. Current predictions that are solely grounded on physics-based models, however, fail 
to achieve required accuracy for collision avoidance and have led to satellite collisions already. 
Failure of the physics-based prediction is fundamentally due to the lack of the required 
information including space environment conditions and RSOs’s features that are challenging to 
acquire. 
 
This project researches on a new orbit prediction framework that integrates physics-based orbit 
prediction algorithms with a learning-based system identification process. This is Inspired by 
learning theory in which the models learn based on large amounts of data and the prediction can 
be conducted without explicitly modeling space objects and space environment. This approach 
brings two benefits. First, the approach provides an effective avenue to exploit the knowledge of 
many good physics-based models that are important and represent the state of the practice. 
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Second, my approach substantially reduces the dimensionality and thereby the computational 
complexity of the learning task, as the learning is only required to find the incremental 
corrections to the physics-based prediction.  

Project Outcome  
The research outcome of this work has led to seven peer-reviewed articles published on 
esteemed journals.  Significant results we have achieved are briefly discussed below. 
 
1. We have developed a methodology to predict RSOs’ trajectories with higher accuracy than 

current methods. Inspired by the machine learning (ML) theory through which the models 
are trained based on large amounts of overserved data and predictions can be made without 
explicitly modeling space objects and the space environment, the proposed method 
integrates physics-based orbit prediction algorithms with a learning-based process that 
focuses on modeling the prediction errors.  

2. Using a simulation-based space catalog environment as the test bed, we have discovered 
three types of generalization capability for the proposed ML approach: 1) the ML model can 
be used to improve the same RSO's orbit information that is not available during the learning 
process,  but shares the same time interval as the training data; 2) the ML model can be used 
to improve predictions of the same RSO at future epochs; and 3) the ML model based on a 
RSO can be applied to other RSOs that share some common features. 

3. We have discovered that that the information of the area-to-mass ratio (AMR) can be 
recovered from the consistent error between two estimated states in the historical data of a 
catalog. Specifically, the random forest (RF) data-mining technique is used to exploit the 
relationship between the consistent error and the AMR. The RF method has a significant 
advantage in that it will not over-fit the data when the size of the model is increased. Also, 
we do not need to provide prior assumptions about basis functions since the RF method is a 
non-parametric method. For the simulated RSOs, we find that the AMR of an RSO can be 
determined by the RF model through both the classification approach and the regression 
approach. Moreover, we carried out some experiments and discovered that by simply 
recording more parameters in the catalog, the RF model can provide a much better prediction 
of the AMR. 

4. We have explored limitations when using the ML methods for improving orbit prediction 
accuracy. In particular, four questions have been investigated when the Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) approach is used: 1) We prove that the trained SVM model can capture the 
relationship between the chosen learning variables and the target orbit prediction error with 
both good average and individual performances; 2) Through a series of experiments, we find 
that the performance can be further improved with more training data, until adequate data 
is provided; 3) We find that the correction capability of the trained SVM model is limited to 
the future horizon and its generalization capability will be reduced greatly if the orbit is 
predicted too far into the future. 4) We have investigated the random effect, including an 
idealistic case without any error and measurement noise with varying magnitudes. 

5. The two publicly available Two-Line Element (TLE) catalog and International Laser Ranging 
Service (ILRS) catalog have been used to validate the proposed ML approach. The position 
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and velocity components of totally 11 RSOs maintained at both catalogs are studied. Results 
of the study demonstrate that the designed dataset structure and SVM model can improve 
the orbit prediction accuracy with good performance on most cases. The performance on 
RSOs belonging to different orbit types is analyzed using different sizes of training and testing 
data. Results demonstrate the potential of using the proposed ML approach to improve the 
accuracy of TLE catalog. 

6. We have extended the ML approach by introducing Gaussian Processes (GPs) which can 
generate uncertainty information about its point estimate. Both the simulation environment 
and the publicly available RSO catalogs are used to test the advanced ML approach. Numerical 
results demonstrate that the trained GP model can effectively improve the orbit prediction 
accuracy and generate uncertainty boundaries with high performance. Insights are learned 
during the investigation using real data, including suggestions on designing learning variables 
and the possible causes for some unsatisfying results. 

7. The recently developed machine learning (ML) approach to improve orbit prediction accuracy 
has been systematically investigated using three ML algorithms, including support vector 
machine (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN), and Gaussian processes (GP). In a simulation 
environment consisting of orbit propagation, measurement, estimation, and prediction 
processes, totally 12 resident space objects (RSOs) in SSO, LEO and MEO are simulated to 
compare the performance of three ML algorithms. The results show that ANN usually has the 
best approximation capability but is easiest to overfit data; SVM is least likely to overfit but 
the performance usually cannot surpass ANN and GP. Additionally, the ML approach with all 
the three algorithms is observed to be robust with respect to the measurement noise. 
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